
The last time I had seen Red Dowling 
he was bailing out of a burning B-24 
over Germany. Now he and I and Adolf 
Lerch were together again 43 years later. 
We had something in common, the three of 
us, we had survived the disaster at Kassel. 
They say old soldiers never die, they just 
go to reunions. And that's what we were 
doing in Pittsburgh, attending the 13th 
annual reunion of the 8th Air Force. 

It was my first such reunion, and as I 
looked around the lobby of the Vista Hotel 
that first day, I marveled at the transforma-
tion time had worked on the 2500 veterans 
gathered there. Could these 65 and 70 year 
old graybeards have once been the keen-eyed 
young men with fire in their bellies and wings 
on their chests who flew the heavies and the 
fighters, fought off the Luftwaffe and, 
together with the RAF, bombed the Third 
Reich into rubble? 

For most, if not all, of us the air war over 
Europe was the central event of our lives; the 
conjunction of our youth and 20th century 
history would inevitably make it so. We had 
been part of the mightiest air force ever 
assembled - or ever would be assembled 
once the Enola Gay had dropped the atomic 
bomb on Hiroshima. We had fought the 
good war against palpablp evil. You try to 
recapture the past as the future gets shorter 
and the present is simply the sum of 
everything that's gone before. Your memory 
becomes your identity. Yes, we were getting 
older, but for a brief time at that reunion we 
were young again; it had all happened a long 
time ago, yet it had happened only yester-
day. By the time the reunion was over I 
would have recaptured the past, or part of it, 
and tried to put it in perspective. And in the 
end I would have thought a little, too, about 
the luck of the draw and the unsung veterans 
of another, much later war. 

We did all the things old veterans or old 
grads do at reunions. We swapped battle 
stories and a few lies over drinks in the bar. 
We went to meetings and bought souvenirs 
and posters and bumper stickers. We joked 
again about Piccadilly "commandos," 
about the green powdered eggs in the mess 
hall, and about our English hosts, who had 
opened their doors and their hearts to the 
lads from America - "overpaid, oversexed 
and over there." We brought out wartime 
photos and contemporary snaps of our 
grandchildren. We watched old combat 
footage unroll on the screen. 

Like Coleridge's Ancient Mariner, we 
were under an irresistable compulsion to tell 
our stories again, not to purge haunted 
memories, but to rekindle the flame of lost 
youth. Rheumy old eyes flashed again and 
quickening hands gestured and described the 
angle of attack by the enemy FW-190s and 
ME-109s. 

It all came back to me in fragmented but 
visual images: the beautiful visual run over 
Politz on the Baltic, the black smoke from 
the bombed synthetic oil refinery rising to 
25,000 feet; the thick fields of flak over 
Hamburg and Berlin; the "milk-runs," too, 
over the Pas de Calais; above all, the incredi- 
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ble bird's-eye view we had of the D-Day 
armada and the invasion beaches of Nor-
mandy at high noon and dropping our 
bombs on Caen, the birthplace of William 
the Conqueror, who led that other famous 
cross-Channel invasion 900 years ago. 

And, ineluctable for those of us who had 
survived it, was the searing memory of the 
carnage over Kassel: the ten-tenths cloud 
cover under us as we approached the target 
in the heart of Germany; the "mickey" 
operator picking up the wrong town on his 
radar scope, Goettingen instead of Kassel, a 
town too far, our group of 36 planes now 
out of the bomber stream protected by the 
P-51 fighter cover; and suddenly, coming in 
at six o'clock low, wave after murderous 
wave, the FW-190s, over a hundred of them, 
with their big radial spinners, firing tracers 
and 30 mm cannon bursts blinking like 
Christmas tree lights; then everywhere 
around us burning and exploding B-24s and 
FW-190s, fire bright orange in the thin air at 
23,000 feet, debris and bodies hurtling past, 
the chutes gently sprouting like white 
mushrooms below us, one of them Red 
Dowling; over the steady drone of the 
engines, the muffled sound of staccato bursts 
from our own fifties in the turrets and the 
waist, then a gaping hole in the left wing, the 
right rudder shot off, a shuddering plane, 
a feathered prop, and the sickening sight of 
four more Focke-Wolfs queuing up at three 
o'clock to finish us off - until out of nowhere 
to our rescue, like avenging angels, 
silver-bright at 12 o'clock high, came the 
four P-38s. And after all that sound and fury 
and destruction, we could see three lonely 
Liberators ahead of us and now almost out 
of sight of our own crippled plane, winging it 
for home - in one of them Adolf Lerch. 

Lt. Dowling was captured and spent the 
next eight months in Stalag One, a 
prisoner-of-war camp in northern 
Germany. The POW experiences he 
described, full of Yankee ingenuity and 
gallows humor, reminded me of Hogan's 
Heroes, Lt. Lerch was one of the lucky ones; 
only ihree of the 445th Bomb Group's 36 
Liberators got back from Kassel that 
September day in 1944, and he was flying 
one of them. He had suppressed the 
memory of that raid because his good luck 
made him feel guilty — all those planes, he 
said, and all those crews. I was even 
luckier, I suppose; we made it part of the 
way home and crash-landed in liberated 
France, the plane totalled, but our nine 
crew members miraculously unhurt. 
The air battle over Kassel was so spec-
tacular that one West German World War 
II buff, according to Red Dowling, has 
researched it, interviewed German fighter 
pilots and American bomber crews who 
survived it, and plotted on a map the exact 
crash site of each FW-190 and each B-24. 
Another chronicler of that and other air 
battles over Europe was with us at the reu-
nion. Roger Freeman has written three 
books on the "Mighty Eighth," and I asked 
him why he, as an Englishman, had done 
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the definitive study of an American air 
force. Because, he said, you can't imagine 
the impression it made on a teenage boy on 

a farm in East Anglia, in the middle of all 
those air bases, to watch that mighty air 
force take off every day with "one helluva 
roar." 

It was flattering and I was suddenly 
proud to have been a part of it. But by what 
right, proud? After all, World War II was 
fought by so many men on so many fields 
and so many seas that the air battle over 
Kassel was the merest blip on the screen. All 
those 2000 bomber raids of the Mighty 8th 
itself were impressive, yes, but just one of 
many, many efforts that finally brought the 
Axis enemy to its knees. 

As I look back now, the war in the air 
was a curious kind of war. For us, com-
pared with the ground forces slugging it out 
below, it was a remote, even impersonal 
war - until, of course, you got blown up or 
had to bail out. For the dogfaces on the 
ground the target was the enemy soldiers in 
the hedgerow ahead, for us a pinpointed 
city on a map. We could see the impact of 
our bombs on the target below, but we 
could not hear it or smell it or feel it. We 
destroyed buildings and factories, but could 
not see the rubble. We killed or maimed 
dozens or hundreds of people with each 
bombload we dropped, but could not see 
the mangled bodies or smell the blood. Our 
gunsights were trained on enemy machines, 
not on enemy soldiers. .;,. 

Eating and sleeping in England and 
fighting in Germany," all in the same day, 
had a subtle psychological impact on us. It 
was bombs-away over Munich at 11 o'clock 
in the morning and a pint of bitters at a pub 
in Norwich at 8 o'clock that evening. Or it 
was a raid on Berlin one day and a seat in 
London's Old Vie the next, watching 
Lawrence Olivier play Richard the Third. 

On the first few bombing missions we did 
not believe we could be killed; on the last 
few we did not see how we could avoid it. It 
was like a reprieve each time we crossed the 
English Channel from enemy airspace and 
made landfall at Beachy Head, Selsey Bill 
or the white cliffs of Dover. For us, as for 
Richard the Second, England was indeed a 
"precious stone set in the silver sea." 

But thousands of our buddies did not 
make it home again to "England's green 
and pleasant land." They died over places 
like Berlin or Schweinfurt or Regensburg, 
and we honored them at a memorial service 
the last day of the reunion, redeeming a 
little of our four days of self-indulgent 
nostalgia. 

There was something else that 
disturbed my reflections on past glory. Right 
after the memorial service I happened to 
walk past a VA counseling center for 
veterans of the Vietnam War. It made me 
feel guilty to compare their experience 
with ours. They and we had risked our 
lives, but there the similarity ended. We had 
been privileged to participate in one of the 
epic events of this terrible century; Ike called 
it a crusade. We had a united, confident 
and determined country behind us. The 
mobilization of (continued enormous 
military, economic and psychological  
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resources guaranteed that 
mistakes like the one we made over Kassel 
could not deny us, in FDR's words, "the 
inevitable triumph, so help us God." 

By contract they, the Vietnam veterans, 
had fought for a country1 bitterly divided as it 
had not been since the Civil War. Their 
support on the home front was mean and 
grudging. If World War II was our glory, 
Vietnam was our shame. The grunts in Viet-
nam put their lives on the line against a 
dedicated enemy, while thousands of their 
peers fled to Canada or went underground. 
It took real courage, maybe more than we 
had had, to face jungle combat in a cause 
almost no one honored and many 
Americans condemned. 

Compare, if you will, Red Dowling's 
relatively benign experience as a POW in 
Germany with the brutal treatment of our 
Air Force and Navy fliers in the Hanoi 
Hilton. Even the good-natured grousing of 
the GIs of World War II, celebrated in the 
cartoons of Bill Mauldin, became the fragging 
of officers in Vietnam. In World War II we 
talked about the "supreme sacrifice;" in the 
Vietnam War we talked about "wasted 
lives." Our World War II dead were 
honored; our Vietnam dead were simply 
dead in a dishonored cause - until a guilty 
nation belatedly recognized them with a 
memorial on the Mall in Washington. 

No, I and the other 8th Air Force 
veterans there in Pittsburgh were the lucky 
ones, not because we had survived but 
because we had survived with honor and 
victory in the good war. I don't know what 
kind of memories the Vietnam veterans will 
call up at their reunions in the next century, 
but I do hope that when we stand once 
again on the beaches of Normandy to 
honor our dead on the 50th anniversary of 
D-Day, we World War II veterans will have 
the decency to remember the brave men 
who died in that other, inglorious, war a 
generation later. They are, after all, our 
comrades too. 
  


